Magical Path Sampler
Find Your Path Panel Discussion
With All Path Presenters
Sunday, January 8, 5-7 p.m.
By donation

Try Your Path Workshops
Wicca—Kami Lichtenberg & Will Christy
Sunday, January 15, 5-7 p.m.
Native American Shamanism—Granddaughter Crow
Sunday, January 22, 5-7 p.m.
The Norse Path—Jeffrey Gray
Sunday, January 29, 5-7 p.m.
Ceremonial Magic—Joy Vernon
Sunday, February 5, 5-7 p.m.
Hoodoo—Sherry Shone
Sunday, February 12, 5-7 p.m.
The Personality of the Path—All Presenters
Sunday, February 19, 5-7 p.m.
Speaking with the Voice of Fire—All Presenters
Sunday, February 26, 5-7 p.m.
Try Your Path Workshops are
$25 each or $125 for all seven

Walk Your Path Classes
6-week classes devoted to each path
Call for times & dates

Questions, info or to register, please contact:
Isis Books, 2775 S. Broadway, Englewood, CO
303-761-8627  isisbooks.com

About The Instructors
Kami Lichtenberg’s innate and eclectic
connection with Deity lets her bring clarity to
areas most people consider scary or dark,
finding joy and laughter there. She has been a
Reiki Master for 17 years and is a practitioner
in the Isis Healing Oasis. FireBright.net.
Will Christy is an Intuitive, Teacher and Artist.
Will comes from a gifted family learning
many of his skills from his mother. He is a
second degree Wiccan Priest and has been a
student of the Runes and the Northern
Tradition for over thirty five years.
Granddaughter Crow was born an empath
and comes from a lineage of spiritual leaders
and esoteric wisdoms. Member of the
Navajo Nation (50%) and Dutch Heritage
(50%), she provides integration through life
experience. GranddaughterCrow.com.
Jeffrey Gray is an Odinic Priest (Asatru), young
sage, seasoned warrior, and dark poet. He is a
holy man and provides knowledge and insight
through workshops, speaking engagements,
and personal sessions. He works as a leather
craftsman and musician. AlchemicalBase.com.
Joy Vernon initially studied Neo-Pagan energy
work and ritual development, but her life
changed when she discovered the Golden
Dawn. Her focus is ceremonial ritual and
astrological magic. Joy works as a tarot reader
and astrologer at Isis Books. JoyVernon.com.
Sherry Shone comes from a family of intuitives –
those driven by a sense of knowing. She has
learned from amazing mentors and can’t wait to
share with you! Her specialty is tarot, healings,
and rituals, with emphasis on hoodoo/rootwork.
http://sherryshone.wixsite.com/home.

For more information or to register for classes, contact:
Isis Books, 2775 S. Broadway, Englewood, CO
303-761-8627  isisbooks.com

Magic is connecting with the Eternal
to create change in the Temporal.
Find Your Path
Panel discussion introduces you to five magical traditions
that emphasize spiritual connection and personal growth

Try Your Path
Workshops let you experience the basic practices of each
tradition so you can find the perfect fit

Walk Your Path
Ongoing classes let you begin your own magical practice
to connect with Spirit to improve yourself and your life

Find Your Path Panel

Try Your Path Workshops
Wicca-Kami Lichtenberg and Will Christy
Sunday, January 15, 5-7 p.m.
Kami and Will are magical partners and have been together for over 20 years. They are Wiccan Clergy. Their fast
paced and fun presentation about Wicca (Witchcraft) will
illustrate practical ways for creating sacred space, grounding, and shielding that will be useful throughout this series
of classes. Join Kami and Will in this Magical experience.

Native American Shamanism-Granddaughter Crow

Sunday, January 8, 5-7 p.m.
The Magical Path Sampler teaches traditional
practices for universal connection to create individual change.
Five of Colorado’s top teachers, each with a deeply personal understanding of the Divine and a daily commitment to their spiritual practice, will
share their wisdom and inspire you to discover –
and walk – your path.
Learn about Wicca with Kami Lichtenberg and Will
Christy, Native American Shamanism with Granddaughter Crow, The Norse Path with Jeffrey Gray,
Hoodoo with Sherry Shone, and Ceremonial Magic
with Joy Vernon.
The Magical Path Sampler offers a three-layer experience (panel discussion, individual workshops,
ongoing classes) to Find Your Path, Try Your Path,
and Walk Your Path, empowering you to take action, grow with Spirit, and improve your life.
"Find Your Path Panel Discussion" is by donation.
All events are held at Isis Books, 2775 S Broadway, Englewood

Sunday, January 22, 5-7 p.m.
Everything moves through cycles and in seasons. The
Medicine Wheel has been worked with by many generations of Native American tribes. It embodies the four directions and patterns within life. There are many aspects
within the Medicine Wheel that can assist us in life on
Mother Earth. Although different tribes may interpret the
wheel in unique ways, there are some very essential aspects that can naturally be recognized by all mankind. The
sacred wheel walks us through stages of life, seasons of
the year, the elements of nature, and more. In this workshop, you will gain a Native American worldview of the
cycles within life and be able to apply these wisdoms to
your daily life. The medicine wheel can be worked with in
healing ceremonies and help us to align with natural forces within ourselves and the world around us.

The Norse Path-Jeffrey Gray
Sunday, January 29, 5-7 p.m.
The drinking horn is a vessel for communion. In this class,
dialogue will be focused on the different aspects of the
drinking horn as a vessel for communication, as well as,
transformation within the Heathen/Asatru path. Reference to its magick from the Elder lore held within the
Poetic Edda, as well as, information on the construction of
a magically functional horn of your own. This workshop
will conclude with demonstration/participation of the
ritual loading of the horn (non-alcoholic).

Ceremonial Magic-Joy Vernon
Sunday, February 5, 5-7 p.m.
Founded in 1888, the Golden Dawn created one of the
most rigorously studious and eclectically symbolic set of
ritual workings ever devised. But at the foundation of this
complexity lies the simple goal: the balancing of the four
elements within the psyche to reveal and express the

higher self. This workshop will be dedicated to learning
the building blocks of the Golden Dawn system, including
the Lesser Ritual of the Pentagram for energetic clearing
and balancing and the Middle Pillar exercise for strengthening and elevating the energetic body. As we learn these
two simple rituals, we’ll explore the Golden Dawn’s elementary philosophies, including ritual structure, words of
power, qabalah, and the four elements with the quintessence, which form the basis of elemental magic.

Hoodoo-Sherry Shone
Sunday, February 12, 5-7 p.m.
Hoodoo, rootwork, laying tricks, working roots and many
other names cover this magical path. Hoodoo is NOT Voodoo (Vodou) or Black Magic or Santeria. It’s a blend of the
traditions the slaves brought from the Congo and a combination of Native American herbal knowledge, European
folk magic, and Jewish mysticism. There are more things
to learn as well and I am excited to be your guide into
hoodoo. We'll discuss some history of the African disapora, slave culture (food, culture, and religion) and how this
shaped the magic that I love and include in my own practice. We'll touch briefly on creating alters, dressing candles before doing the work, oomancy (egg reading), and
forecasting using playing cards - and of course rituals and
spells. Can't wait to see you all there!

The Personality of the Path-All Presenters
Sunday, February 19, 5-7 p.m.
Although the goals of each path are often quite similar,
the particulars of each practice are unique. In this parlor
discussion, the path presenters will talk from the
heart about their path, striving to express its ineffable
soul. What is your personality type and how will you fit
each path? Join us to learn what you will bring to each
path and what each path will bring out in you.

Speaking with the Voice of Fire-All Presenters
Sunday, February 26, 5-7 p.m., $25
The voice is a powerful tool of manifestation, but few
people learn even the basics of using it with intention. By
learning vocal production starting with the physiology of
resonance and breath, to the actor’s tricks for expressing
meaning, to energetically reinforcing speech, to the spiritually powerful use of vibration and vocal manipulation,
our panel presenters will guide you in empowering your
voice to activate your magic. You’ll take your rituals to the
next level when you speak with the voice of fire!
“Try Your Path Workshops” are $25 each or $125 for all seven

